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HELP HEAL PEOPLE'
side and they became friends.
Aftenruards, Steve said he felt it was
the first time in his life any other living
thing had paid real attention to him.
From that moment Steve's barriers
started to come down.
So Don taught me how to do EUP
We got married and since then we've
been based in London, doing EUP at
clinics including The Priory. I've seen so

many people healed
by horses now.
1$year-old Maria only
had months to live
unless she overcame
her anorexia, From
an early age she felt
the only thing she

could control was her eating. Maria
approachd the horses with hesitation
- she had no control over them, But
gradually Maria's fear level dropped
as one horse kept trying to approach
her. Maria's confidence buitt as she
developed a relationship with the horse.
Through this, Maria's ability to let go of
control opened a door for her. In under
an hou[ this horse taught her what
therapists had been tryrng for months.'

THE H(}H$E
POWEH[}F
HEALI NG
From Paul Gascoigne to Lindsay
Lohan, the celebs are raving about
a new kind of therapy that involves
help of the four-legged kind, We find
out what the fuss is all about. ..

I t seems never a week goes by
I without a celebrity checking
I themselves into rehab. But those
I looking for new ways to battle
their demons have been trying a
pioneering treatment: Equine
Assisted Psychotherapy - modern
day horse whispering.
Recovering alcoholic Paul Gascoigne
recently spoke about its benefits,
saying the technique has saved his
life, He said, 'lt is a fairly new type of
treatment and some people might
think it sounds odd, but believe rne, it
is very powedul.'
The former England footie star is not
the only celeb to have benefited from
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Don and ileena Lavender, fiom
london, use horses to heal people
with all sorts of probfefns
Meena says: 'l remember the first
time I saw Don practising Equine
Utilised Psychotherapy (EUP) in 2002.
He seemed to be talking to the horses
- but without saying a word. Instead,
he was rnimicking the horse's body
language. The moment of truth came
when one of his

drug addiction. Don asked Steve to
pick a horse. Steve chose the smallest
one called Hugo, I wasn't surprised. By
choosing him he thought he'd chosen
the easy option. Little did he know...
Hugo tried to escape under the bars
of the fence. lt gaw Steve the proof
he wanted that he wasn't loveable and
didnt deserve to have anyone.
But as Steve relaxed, he let Hugo get
closer. After they found each other's
boundaries, Hugo stayed by Steve's

the unusual therapy - Lindsay Lohan,
Kirsten Dunst, Sophie Anderton and
Eva Mendes have all used horse
healing to help beat addictions.
The treatment involves patients
spending time with the horses to
gain their trust, even grooming

and feeding ihem. The therapy is
said to have originated in Denmark
in the 1950s when horse riding,
or hippotherapy, was believed to
alleviate the physical effects of
diseases like cerebral palsy and
polio. Today specialists believe just

being around a horse can offer
psychological benefits, and horses
can reveal a paiient's unexpressed
emotional state by reacting to
feelings of fear or aggression by
whinnying or stamping their hooves.
The therapy is a favourite with celebs
in rehab, and is offered at The Priory
in the UK, as well as several US
rehab centres, Eva Mendes tried it
at Promises rehab facility in Malibu,
and says: 'l'm big on therapy. I love
talking about it, because there's
nothing wrong with it, Why wait until
something goes terribly wrong in your
life to start fixing things?'
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